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future research needs to be conducted to improve the crack detection of the numerical model. the study has shown that the crack aperture and the crack length are more reliable indicators of crack damage than the crack opening. the study also shows that the crack aperture and the
crack length can be used to accurately estimate the crack position and length. in particular, the crack aperture is more accurate in the detection of the crack length. the crack length can be more accurately estimated with the combination of the wavelet transformation and the hilbert-
huang transformation. the study also analyses the crack detection algorithm of the numerical model. to date, the crack detection algorithm has been applied to the numerical model of the bridge components, and these methods have been proved to be effective. the question for the
second semi-final in monte carlo is probably: how much strength did rublev leave in the three-set battles with the spaniards and: how is rublev coping with his favorite position most recently in miami he had no chance in the semifinals against hubert hurkacz. one thing is certain after

nadal's departure: the second masters 1000 tournament of the year will also bring a new champion at this level. because stefanos tsitsipas and dan evans are still immaculate in this regard. the question for the second semi-final in monte carlo is probably: how much strength did rublev
leave in the three-set battles with the spaniards and: how is rublev coping with his favorite position most recently in miami he had no chance in the semifinals against hubert hurkacz. one thing is certain after nadal's departure: the second masters 1000 tournament of the year will also

bring a new champion at this level.
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the crack length can be used to accurately estimate the crack position and length. in particular, the crack aperture is more accurate in the

detection of the crack length. the crack length can be more accurately estimated with the combination of the wavelet transformation and the
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